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Mobilicom releases MCU-RVT and SkyHopper VU
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Mobile HD Video & Data Receiver






Expands capabilities into content consumption and information sharing terminals
The new product address both Mobilicom & SkyHopper target applications
Offers a high-end device at a highly competitive price point for existing &
prospective customers
With SkyHopper VU the company increases revenue potential and expands
potential market share to 50% of the drone’s hardware value
Product release marks major company objective with fourth product release, three
months earlier than anticipated

19 March 2018 – Mobilicom Limited has released the MCU-RVT (Remote Video Terminal) and
SkyHopper VU (Viewer), mobile video & data receivers that allow Mobilicom to offer content
consumption and information sharing capabilities to current and prospective customers.
Mobilicom MCU-RVT (Remote Video Terminal) is a unified ruggedized receiver terminal, advanced
tablet and battery pack in compact formfactor. It is targeted at enterprise & governmental sectors
within security, public safety, disaster relief and unmanned applications, offering a high-end
device at a very competitive price point. MCU-RVT is designed to the highest standards to meet
targeted applications prone to severe conditions and complex needs. It enables real-time HD
video and broadband data content consumption, shared and distributed to multiple viewers
simultaneously, which is critical in the operations being coordinated by target customers.
The SkyHopper VU (Viewer) offers a mobile HD video & telemetry receiver terminal for multiple
viewers, speci cally designed for commercial & industrial drones and robotics. It is targeted within
security & surveillance, mining and resources applications. The SkyHopper VU improves the
operational capabilities of any mobile team by providing real-time HD video & broadband data
reception, essential for situation awareness & efficient operations.
By offering content consumption and a viewing terminal product, SkyHopper makes an important
step to become an end-to-end, high-end component provider for the drone market. With this
addition to the SkyHopper offering the company addresses up to 50% of the drone’s overall
hardware solution value, thereby enabling a higher revenue potential to Mobilicom. As Mobilicom
and SkyHopper services additional essential components of the drone system solution, its
customers will see benefits across quality, cost and efficiency by going to a single supplier to
address multiple needs.
SkyHopper VU is the fourth product release from SkyHopper by Mobilicom, a major company
objective it has reached three months earlier than anticipated in the company execution plan.

ASX Announcement
In preparation for the Mobilicom MCU-RVT and SkyHopper VU release this week, Mobilicom’s
team has already demonstrated the products to select customers, establishing market anticipation
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for the new product.
“Yet again we are proud to achieve an important company milestone ahead of schedule. The
release of the product to both Mobilicom and SkyHopper markets extends our offering and better
positions the company as a holistic end-to-end provider to the industry,” stated Mobilicom’s CEO
Oren Elkayam.

Mobilicom MCU-RVT (Remote Video Terminal)
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About Mobilicom
Mobilicom is a high-tech company that designs, develops and markets solutions for mission
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critical and remote mobile private communication networks without the need for, or use of, any
existing infrastructure. Mobilicom’s products and technology are based on an innovative
approach that merges 4G communication with Mobile MESH technologies into a unified
solution, with a number of product families that have been commercially deployed. Mobilicom
develops in-house and fully owns all assets for its unique technology and solutions, including:
4G modem, MESH networking, radios, HW & SW applications, among others. The technology is
backed by its patent holding and know-how.
www.mobilicom.com
About SkyHopper
SkyHopper, the newest entity founded by Mobilicom Ltd. in 2016, targets the Professional,
Commercial and Industrial UAV market, by leveraging Mobilicom’s core technology as well as its
success in the Gov’t and Enterprise market. The SkyHopper family of products offers a wide
range of solutions that have begun launching in April 2017. Despite the recent launch,
SkyHopper PRO has already developed a track record with reference partners and customers on
a global level: https://youtu.be/tcn90SBWy04. Furthermore, SkyHopper has gained an
international presence with its sales and marketing activity and continues to build upon its
excellent market traction among industry leaders.
www.skyhopper.biz

